The Game of **Moo!**

based on the book by
David LaRochelle and
Mike Wohnoutka

Start

Ran out of gas! Lose a turn

Speeding ticket! Lose a turn

Hit the gas! Go forward 4 spaces

Finish!
The Game of
MOO!

based on the book by
David LaRochelle
and
Mike Wohnoutka

Directions:
1. Each player puts a game piece on “Start.”
2. Take turns rolling a die to see how many spaces you move ahead.
3. If you land on a farmer or police officer, go back two spaces.
4. If you land on a cow, say “MOO!” and roll again!

Can you be the first to get back to the barn?

MOO! game pieces:
1. Color the game pieces
2. Cut them out along the solid black lines
3. Fold back flaps on dotted lines.
4. Glue or tape flaps together.